Introduction
Hypersaline lakes from warm-hot latitudes that harbor halophilic members of the Archaea (haloarchaea) tend to sustain a low abundance of higher trophic predators and support high viral densities (Oren et al., 1997; Santos et al., 2007; Atanasova et al., 2012; Santos et al., 2012; Luk et al., 2014) . In polar lakes, metazoan grazers also tend to occur in low abundance, and viruses are hypothesized to have a key role in the microbial loop and to function as drivers of microbial evolution (Kepner et al., 1998; Anesio and Bellas, 2011; Wilkins et al., 2013) . Metagenomic studies of Antarctic lakes (freshwater to hypersaline) have revealed high viral diversity, novel viruses, unusual host-virus relationships including virus resistance, and a high level of viral regulation of microbial loop dynamics that appears to be driven by the seasonal polar light regime (López-Bueno et al., 2009; Lauro et al., 2011; Yau et al., 2011; Wilkins et al., 2013) . Algal viruses including virophages and bacteriophages have been characterized in hypersaline Organic Lake (~230 g l − 1 maximum salinity), but Archaea are rare in this meromictic system . Therefore, although it may be expected that viruses would have a particularly important role in aquatic environments that are both polar and sufficiently hypersaline to sustain high abundances of haloarchaea, to date, virus-host interactions in such systems have not been examined.
Deep Lake is a ∼ 3500-years-old, marine-derived system in the Vestfold Hills region of East Antarctica (68°33'36.8 S, 78°11'48.7 E) that is so saline it remains liquid even when temperatures drop to -20°C (Campbell 1978; Ferris and Burton 1988; Gibson 1999) . By analyzing the metagenome data of biomass taken directly from the lake, and genome sequences of four isolates (Halorubrum lacusprofundi strain ACAM34 (Franzmann et al., 1988) ; Halohasta litchfieldiae strain tADL (Mou et al., 2012) ; strain DL31; strain DL1 (Halobacterium sp.)), the lake was found to be dominated by haloarchaea throughout the 36 m-deep water column Williams et al., 2014) . The microbial community in the lake differs greatly to warm-hot latitude hypersaline systems, has overall low complexity and is hierarchically structured with tADL representing~44%, DL31~18%, Hrr. lacusprofundĩ 10% and DL1~0.3%; in combination,~72% of the entire lake community .
A striking feature of the genomes of the four isolates is the sharing of long (up to 35 kb) and 100% conserved, high identity regions (HIRs) . Being indicative of promiscuous gene exchange, such sharing across genus-level boundaries could potentially drive homogenization of the Deep Lake community. However, genomic traits exist that confer ecotype distinctions, demonstrating that niche adaptation counteracts coalescence and helps to maintain sympatric speciation. Indicators of niche adaptation were observed at the genus level in the form of genomic distinctiveness of the four isolates (for example, major differences in resource utilization) and at the strain level as genomic variation (that is, as determined by metagenome fragment recruitment (FR) coverage and de novo assembly) of sub-populations of the lake community Williams et al., 2014) .
The genome of tADL is composed of a single replicon, whereas Hrr. lacusprofundi, DL31 and DL1 each have multiple replicons . The genomes of the four isolates share many mobile genetic elements, particularly insertion sequences and genes associated with viruses such as integrases . In Hrr. lacusprofundi, a putative defective provirus (Hlac-Pro1) is present which has sequence similarity to the head-tailed virus BJ1 (Pagaling et al., 2007; Krupoviè et al., 2010; DeMaere et al., 2013) . BJ1-like sequences are also present in the genomes of DL31 and DL1, and are associated with regions of genome variation, possibly reflecting virus-infected subpopulations (for example, regions of low metagenome FR) . These data indicate that the Antarctic haloarchaea encode viral genes, possibly representing integrated lysogens and/or virions, and that viruses therefore potentially infect and influence gene transfer, genome composition and community structure in Deep Lake.
Host mechanisms involved in responding to viruses have been proposed for haloarchaea from warm-hot latitudes, including evasion via cell surface proteins which have sequence variation and may therefore reduce rates of viral attachment, and defenses involving CRISPR systems (Breitbart and Rohwer, 2005; Legault et al., 2006; CuadrosOrellana et al., 2007; Pyatibratov et al., 2008; Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009; Emerson et al., 2012; Garcia-Heredia et al., 2012; Emerson et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2013; Vestergaard et al., 2014) . CRISPR systems potentially provide haloarchaea with a dynamic means to respond and defend against specific haloarchaeoviruses (for example, Andersson and Banfield, 2008; Tyson and Banfield, 2008; Heidelberg et al., 2009; Anderson et al., 2010; Held et al., 2010; Emerson et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2013; Vestergaard et al., 2014) . Spacers are incorporated into loci between short direct repeat sequences and, along with the CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins, are characteristic of the host in which they evolved. Spacers in particular provide a historical record of previous encounters with invading DNA, enabling specific interactions to be inferred about viruses and the hosts they infect. To date, analyses of CRISPR systems of haloarchaeal communities have only been examined using DNA sequence data of environmental samples, and not from functional studies (for example, metaproteomics) which have the added potential to inform about the genes expressed by active members of the communities (both hosts and viruses), and the molecular mechanisms of ongoing interactions. Recently, Bacteriophage Exclusion (BREX) systems were described that function in Bacillus species by preventing viral replication (Goldfarb et al., 2015) . BREX gene clusters are present in~10% of sequenced bacterial and archaeal genomes, including the Type 5 system which has only been identified in haloarchaea, including DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundi (Goldfarb et al., 2015) .
Metaproteomic analyses of hypersaline systems harboring haloarchaea have not been reported, but have been performed on Antarctic marine (Williams et al., 2012 and lacustrine (Ng et al., 2010; Lauro et al., 2011; Yau et al., 2011) systems. To explore system-wide, virus-host interactions, we used metaproteomics to identify Deep Lake viral proteins, and cellular proteins relevant to viral infection and evasion. Metaproteomics was performed on biomass that was collected in the austral summer of 2008 by sequential size fractionation (20-3 μm, 3-0.8 μm, 0.8-0.1 μm) that directly matched the samples used for metagenomics . Led by the protein identifications, in-depth analyses of metagenome/genome data were performed to assess viral gene/genome content and function, genome variation associated with expressed genes and active host defense systems (for example, CRISPR systems). The data were integrated to obtain a systems-level view of the active host-virus interactions occurring in this novel aquatic Antarctic system.
Materials and methods
Metaproteomics was performed based on methods described previously (Ng et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2012 Williams et al., , 2013 , from biomass obtained from Deep Lake (68°33'36.8 S, 78°11'48.7 E), Vestfold Hills, Antarctica between 30 November and 5 December 2008, by filtering water taken from 0, 5, 13, 24 and 36 m depths, through a 20 μm prefilter sequentially onto 293-mm polyethersulfone membrane filters with 3.0, 0.8 and 0.1 μm pore sizes, as described previously Williams et al., 2014) . All CRISPR repeat sequences identified by CRISPR Recognition Tool (Bland et al., 2007) were re-examined using CRISPRFinder (default settings; Grissa et al., 2007) and inspected for motifs associated with functional repeats (Maier et al., 2013) . All data were analysed based on approaches developed for studying Antarctic lake microbial communities (Ng et al., 2010; Lauro et al., 2011; Yau et al., 2011; DeMaere et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2014) . Full details are provided in Supplementary Information.
Results
Protein identifications were made by matching mass spectra to peptides derived from a composite database that was comprised of assemblies of Deep Lake metagenome data and the genome sequences of the four haloarchaeal isolates, tADL, DL31, Hrr. lacusprofundi and DL1 . All proteins reported were manually verified to contain at least one unique peptide, and were annotated via BLASTP searches on IMG and ExPASy, recording the best matching sequence and percentage identity. Proteins sharing the same set of detected peptides were grouped into protein families and are described in the Supplementary Information.
A notable feature of the metaproteomics was the proportion of proteins (194 from the 1109) which had best matches to the genomes of the four isolates but with o100% sequence identity. These proteins were identified from metagenome contigs and represent genomic variants (that is, phylotypes) of the four isolates that are present within the lake population (Supplementary Table S1 , also see Supplementary Information). The term 'variant' is used to describe proteins that have o100% amino acid sequence identity to the sequences from the genomes of the four isolates. For all variants, protein matches were assigned based on at least one unique peptide mapping to a region of sequence variation (in the metagenome contig). Percent identity for a variant provides a measure of the extent of protein sequence identity relative to the best matching sequence in the genome of one of the four isolates; the lower the identity, the higher the extent of variation.
Cell surface protein variation
Annotation as a 'cell surface protein' (that is, predicted to be exposed to the external environment) required the presence of an N-terminal secretion signal peptide and/or a single C-terminal transmembrane helix and/or homology to experimentally characterized cell surface proteins, including S-layer proteins, archaeal flagella (archaella) and adhesion pili. Cell surface proteins accounted for~24% of detected spectra and~10% of protein identifications (Supplementary Table S2 ).
The class of proteins most represented by protein variation was cell surface proteins ( Figure 1 , Supplementary Table S2 ). The proportion of variant cell surface proteins relative to the total number of variants detected was: tADL, 18/178; DL31, 3/6; Hrr. lacusprofundi, 5/7 (Supplementary Table S2 ). The extent of variation ranged from: tADL, 77 to 29%; DL31, 47 to 39%; Hrr. lacusprofundi, 54 to 27%. Cell surface proteins represented a particularly high proportion of variants with high levels of variation (o60% identity) (Figure 1 ): tADL, 11/13; DL31, 3/4; Hrr. lacusprofundi, 5/5. Moreover, these cell surface variants with high levels of variation were among the most abundant DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundi variants detected in the metaproteome, representing~82% and~99% of all spectra for proteins with variation. For tADL, the proportion was lower (15%).
S-layer proteins
The S-layer is the outer layer of the haloarchaeal cell, and is composed of a glycosylated protein that forms a highly porous, paracrystalline lattice (Albers and Meyer, 2011) . tADL, DL31 and DL1 encode one S-layer protein (halTADL_1043, Halar_0829 and HalDL1_0395, respectively), while Hrr. lacusprofundi is conspicuous in encoding two (Hlac_2976, Hlac_0412). Because S-layer proteins encase the cell they are among the most abundant proteins synthesized by the cell (Jarrell et al., 2010) , and this is reflected in their high spectral counts (for example, Halar_0829 variant, second highest spectral count) (Supplementary Table S1 ).
The S-layer proteins are large (834-1063 amino acids), contain a N-terminal surface glycoprotein signal peptide (~35 amino acids) and a C-terminal PGF-CTERM archaeal protein-sorting signal (~25 amino acids) separated by a long extra-cytoplasmic domain (Supplementary Table S5 ). Multiple tADL, DL31 or Hrr. lacusprofundi S-layer variants were Figure 1 Relative abundance of cell surface protein variants. All detected protein variants from tADL, DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundii are shown categorized into cell surface (dark grey) and all other functions (light grey), and grouped according to their identity relative to the best matching sequence in their respective genome. The total number of variant proteins was 191, and for each range of identities, the number of variants was: 90-99%, 109 proteins; 80-89%, 36; 70-79%, 18; 60-69%, 6; 50-59%, 7; 40-49%, 8; 30-39%, 5; 20-29%, 2 . Variants with high levels of variation tended to be cell surface proteins. Figure S1 ). Non-variants (that is, 100% identity to the sequence from the isolate genomes) were also identified for tADL, DL31, Hrr. lacusprofundi and DL1, but their abundance was much lower than variant forms (Supplementary Table S3 ). As the metaproteome data revealed that Hrr. lacusprofundi synthesized two types of S-layer proteins, a range of combinations of variant (Hlac_2976, 38%) and non-variant (Hlac_0412, Hlac_2976) S-layer proteins could conceivably be supported within the Hrr. lacusprofundi population growing in the lake.
Archaella proteins
Archaella are type IV pili-like structures that allow cells to swim by ATP-driven rotation (Alam and Oesterhelt, 1984; Streif et al., 2008) , and represent an important class of cell surface protein detected in the metaproteome. In contrast to DL31 which does not encode archaella, tADL has seven archaellin genes (halTADL_0078/1543/1544/1810/1811/1812/1813). Proteins corresponding to all the tADL genes were detected except for halTADL_1543, and variant forms (75-77% identity) of four of these were also detected (halTADL_0078/1544/1812/1813). The non-variant form of halTADL_1544 is the single most abundant protein in the metaproteome, with halTADL_1812/1813 being the third and eighth most abundant, respectively. Variant forms tended to be proportionately less abundant. The archaellin genes are overall similar to each other (465% identity) and the variation observed tended to occur in the N-terminal region and around amino acids 70, 120 and 150 (Supplementary Figure S2 ), indicating that variation was localized to specific protein domains. Hrr. lacusprofundi has one archaellin gene, Hlac_2557, for which only a variant (54% identity) was detected. DL1 has three genes halDL1_1517/1518/ 1563, and despite the low abundance of DL1 in the lake, non-variant forms of halDL1_1517/1518 were detected, and a variant of halDL1_1563 (41% identity) (Supplementary Tables S1, S3 ).
Adhesin and other predicted cell surface proteins Adhesins are cell surface proteins containing adhesion domains and are involved in cell attachment (for example, pili; Esquivel et al., 2013) . Two tADL adhesin variants were detected in the metaproteome with 66% and 33% identity to haltADL_1387 and halTADL_1885, respectively. The non-variant form of halTADL_1387 was also detected (Supplementary Metagenome data supportive of variation By mapping metagenome reads to the genomes of the four isolates, previous analyses identified specific regions of the genomes that had low FR coverage and were therefore markers of genome variation that corresponded to phylotypes . The FR coverage for genes of cell surface variants was examined, and generally found to be low (Supplementary Table S3 ). For example, the average rpkm (reads per kilobase per 1 000 000 recruited reads) for the whole replicon compared with just the S-layer genes was 460/105 for halTADL_1043, 474/141 for Halar_0829, 3114/122 for Hlac_2976 and 452/67 for Hlac_0412. For halTADL_1043, rpkm values are low from the beginning of the gene through to the end of the region that encodes the extra-cytoplasmic portion (17 rpkm), whereupon the coverage increases to 518 rpkm through the end of the gene which encodes the conserved PGF-CTERM archaeal sorting signal (Figure 2 ). The low coverage extends into halTADL_1042, a putative membranebound sialidase. A similar pattern of low FR coverage throughout the region encoding the extracytoplasmic domain of the S-layer genes was observed for DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundi. The metagenome contigs were also useful for identifying changes in gene context for variants (by comparing with the isolate genome sequences). For example, the Hrr. lacusprofundi S-layer gene Hlac_2976 appears to be located in a mobile region of the genome near two insertion sequences and a HIR region, with the metagenome contig of the variant containing different neighboring genes, including a putative BJ1 virus gene adjacent to the S-layer gene (Figure 2 ).
Viruses
Eight distinct major capsid proteins (MCPs) were identified in the metaproteome indicative of the detection of eight different head-tailed viruses (Caudovirales) (Supplementary Table S5 ). Five of the MCPs best matched to MCPs of isolated haloarchaeal siphoviruses: two to members of the HCTV-1-like subgroup (for example, HCTV-1 and HVTV-1), and one each to HCTV-2, HHTV-1 and Halorubrum virus CGF46 (Kukkaro and Bamford, 2009; Atanasova et al., 2012; Pietilä et al., 2013; Senèilo and Roine, 2014) . However, the latter was encoded on a metagenome contig (deg7180000401097) that also contained genes homologous to Halorubrum virus BJ1, a possible lysogen (Pagaling et al., 2007) , as well as to CGF46. Another metaproteome MCP matched to a contig (deg7180000409203) that contained genes homologous to the Hlac-Pro1 provirus of Hrr. lacusprofundi (Hlac_0736-0775), which has extensive sequence similarity with BJ1 (Krupoviè et al., 2010) , although the MCP encoded on the contig was homologous to MCPs from the HCTV-1-like subgroup. This underscores the mosaic nature of haloarchaeoviruses, with individual genes showing sequence identities to different viruses and cellular genes (Krupoviè et al., 2010) . Another MCP in the metaproteome matched to putative lytic head-tailed viruses (eHP-12 and eHP-6) that were assembled from metagenome data (Garcia-Heredia et al., 2012). The last MCP matched to the bacteriophage myovirus VBM1 from the marine bacterium Vibrio parahaemolyticus (YP_007674343.1). Metaproteome proteins that best matched to VBM1 (MCP and a hypothetical) may originate from a virus that infected a Halomonas sp. as this genus also belongs to the Gammaproteobacteria, and Halomonas sp. represents one of the most abundant bacterial taxa in Deep Lake (~0.8% of the lake community) .
On the basis of spectral counts, the HCTV-1-like viruses were the most abundant, and a prohead protease was detected for two of the HCTV-1-like viruses, in addition to MCPs (Supplementary Table  S5 ). Typical of HCTV-1-like viruses, the MCP and prohead protease were encoded within the same gene cluster. As the prohead protease is involved in maturation of the capsid (Cheng et al., 2004; Pietilä et al., 2013) , the detection of these proteases is indicative of active lytic cycle gene expression. The diameter of heads of haloarchaeoviruses is typically ⩽ 70 nm (Kukkaro and Bamford, 2009; Pietilä et al., 2013) and the minimum filter pore size during sampling was 0.1 μm. As a result, it is likely that rather than planktonic haloarchaeoviruses, the filters would tend to retain cells infected by viruses, viruses attached to cells, proviruses and any viruses with a diameter larger than 0.1 μm (Emerson et al., 2013) . 
Antarctic haloarchaea-virus interactions B Tschitschko et al
The detection of a scaffold protein best matching to HRTV-7 (Pietilä et al., 2013) is also indicative of the expression of myovirus genes involved in the lytic cycle (Supplementary Table S5 ). These data indicate that the detected viral proteins arose during active viral life cycles. Six other proteins matched to five contigs that all contained at least one gene of putative viral origin, although it cannot be determined whether these particular contigs originate from viruses. The inferred functions of these proteins were: a hypothetical protein, a pilin (pilus protein-halTADL1885 homolog) (Supplementary Figure S3) , two predicted cell surface proteins and two linocin M18 type bacteriocins (Valdés-Stauber and Scherer, 1994) (Supplementary Table S5 ). Bacteriocins are often derived from proviruses that are subsequently 'domesticated' by their hosts (Bobay et al., 2014) . One of the cell surface proteins was encoded on a contig that includes an open reading frame from Halorubrum virus GNf2. The linocin-containing contigs each possess orthologs of virus and plasmid related elements present in certain Halorubrum spp., and one contig contained an open reading frame matching a prohead protease from HGTV-1 myovirus.
Overall, a total of 25 viral proteins were identified in the metaproteome illustrating that proteins of viral origin are expressed in the Deep Lake community. However, because metaproteome matches were made to metagenome contigs and not assembled virus genomes, it is not possible to unambiguously determine whether the proteins were derived from extracellular virions, viruses undergoing a lytic cycle, integrated active viruses (proviruses) or integrated inactivated viruses (viral remnants).
Defense against invading DNA The metaproteome provided evidence for functional CRISPR systems. Cas proteins were identified in the metaproteome that best matched to tADL (Cas7, Cas8b), Hrr. lacusprofundi (Cas7, Cas10d, Csc2) and an unknown taxon of the Halobacteriaceae (Cas7), but none to DL31 or DL1 (Supplementary Figure S4 , Supplementary Table S6 ). Cas7 forms the 'backbone' of the CRISPR RNA (crRNA) guided Cascade (CRISPR-associated complex for antiviral defense) in type I-B systems and protects the crRNA from degradation (Sorek et al., 2013) . In type I-D systems, Csc2 appears to perform a similar function to Cas7 (Haft et al., 2005; Makarova et al., 2011a and b) . The Cas8b and Cas10d proteins constitute the large subunit of the Cascade complex in I-B and I-D systems, respectively, and may be involved in binding the 5' end of the crRNA and engaging invading DNA (Makarova et al., 2011a,b; Sorek et al., 2013; Brendel et al., 2014) . The detection of protein subunits of the Cascade complex in the metaproteome is indicative of Deep Lake haloarchaea CRISPR systems actively scanning and targeting invading DNA. CRISPR systems present in the isolate genomes were analyzed (Supplementary  Figure  S4  and Supplementary Table S6 ) and cas genes were identified in discrete gene clusters. tADL and DL1 each possessed a single I-B system, DL31 a single I-D system, and Hrr. lacusprofundi one I-B and one I-D system located on a secondary replicon with each flanked by transposases. A CRISPR locus was situated adjacent to each of the cas gene clusters, and additional CRISPR loci were present in the genomes, bringing the total to four CRISPR loci for tADL, two each for Hrr. lacusprofundi and DL31, and one for DL1 (Supplementary Table S7 ). Hrr. lacusprofundi also encodes a putative three-gene V-1 CRISPR interference module (Vestergaard et al., 2014) encoded on a different replicon to the I-B and I-D systems (Hlac_2813-2815). Contigs that included cas gene clusters for the four isolate genomes were identified in the metagenome. Also, a number of additional cas gene clusters from other organisms were identified on metagenome contigs (Supplementary Table S8 ).
Complete BREX systems are present in DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundi (Goldfarb et al., 2015) , with a portion of the BREX genes contained on a~14 kb HIR present only in DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundi, and FR coverage was low for the region containing the pglX gene (Supplementary Figure S7 Figure S7) . The respective VapB and VapC proteins for DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundi each have very high sequence identities (99-100%).
Additionally, adjacent to the CRISPR I-D locus in Hrr. lacusprofundi are two genes that encode another VapBC toxin-antitoxin system (Hlac_3586/3585), and the VapC (toxin) protein was detected in the metaproteome. VapC is a ribonuclease, and to offset toxicity of VapC to the cell it is co-expressed with VapB, a tight-binding inhibitor that forms a complex with VapC (Gerdes, 2000; Arcus et al., 2011) . The toxin is stable, whereas the cognate antitoxin is unstable and prone to degradation (Arcus et al., 2011; You et al., 2011) . Genes for VapBC systems were also identified in the genomes of tADL and DL1 (for example, halTADL_1260/1261, HalDL1_0971/0970).
Targets of the CRISPR systems-Deep Lake viruses and virus-host interactions
Because CRISPR spacers are derived from invading DNA, they were used to identify the source by matching spacers from the four isolate genomes and metagenome contigs to the genome sequences and metagenome contigs. This served to identify spacers derived from any invading source of DNA, or 'self' DNA. Head-tailed viruses were the major source, and a small fraction were pleolipoviruses, haloarchaeal plasmids and chromosomes, with the latter often corresponding to genomic islands inferred to be of viral origin (proviruses or viral remnants) (Figure 3,Supplementary Table S10) . No genomic or metagenomic spacers matched contigs assigned to the two most abundant viruses in the metaproteome (based on spectral counts), both of which were HCTV-1-like viruses; this is consistent with data from another hypersaline environment (Lake Tyrrell) in which the most targeted viruses are at relatively low abundance (Emerson et al., 2013) . Thus, the high-abundance viruses in Deep Lake might be viruses that have yet to be kept in check by CRISPR systems.
Of the eight head-tail viruses represented by MCPs in the metaproteome, three were targeted by the CRISPR system of tADL: one virus with genetic similarities to BJ1 and CGF46; another to HHTV-1; and a third to eHP-12 and eHP-6 (see Viruses above). A fourth head-tail virus, related to HCTV-2, was targeted by the DL31 CRISPR system. One pleolipovirus-derived (HRPV-1-like) contig (ctg7180000266221) was targeted solely by Hrr. lacusprofundi (Figure 3 , Supplementary Table S10). Pleolipoviruses are pleomorphic viruses that are released from the cell by budding and do not cause host lysis (Pietilä et al., 2009 (Pietilä et al., , 2012 Roine et al., 2010; Atanasova et al., 2012) . CRISPR spacers from Hrr. lacusprofundi also targeted a linocin gene, and spacers from a metagenome contig derived from an uncharacterized Deep Lake haloarchaeon targeted a contig containing a linocin gene (Figure 3 , Supplementary  Table  S10) ; both linocin proteins were identified in the metaproteome (Supplementary Table S5 ) (see Viruses above).
Some spacers from different haloarchaea matched the same viral contig indicating that the virus infected multiple Deep Lake genera (Figure 3 , Supplementary Table S10). Most of the broad host range viruses had similarity to myoviruses HSTV-2 and HRTV-7. This is consistent with evidence that, within head-tailed viruses, myoviruses generally have a broader host range (including members of different genera) than siphoviruses (Nuttall and Dyall-Smith, 1993; Sullivan et al., 2003; Atanasova et al., 2012) . Some viruses appear to have prompted strong CRISPR responses as they were targeted by multiple spacers to different regions of the virus, including tADL and Hrr. lacusprofundi spacers to a virus of the HRTV-7-like subgroup of haloarchaeal myoviruses (Supplementary Table S10 ).
There are also instances of the two Hrr. lacusprofundi CRISPR systems targeting the same element represented by a viral contig (for example, ctg7180000271717, ctg7180000396713; Figure 3 , Supplementary Table S10). CRISPR spacers from Hrr. lacusprofundi also matched to sequences in the genomes of tADL, DL31 and DL1. These spacer data are consistent with the HIR metaproteome data and network analyses indicating that Hrr. lacusprofundi is a HIR distribution hub (see High identity regions above; DeMaere et al., 2013) . In particular, the spacer data support Hrr. lacusprofundi being a net recipient of HIRs within the exchange group.
A number of CRISPR spacers from Hrr. lacusprofundi matched to one gene each from tADL, DL31 and DL1. This included a cdc6-like gene present in the DL31 primary replicon and a N 4 /N 6 DNA methylase gene from the tADL replicon, both of which possibly originated from archaeal plasmids or viruses (Krupoviè et al., 2010) . A DL1 spacer matched to a putative DL1 peptidase gene (HalDL1_0747), and a spacer from a metagenome contig representing a tADL phylotype (that is, repeats matched tADL CRISPR loci 1 and 4 but the spacer was not in any CRISPR locus of the tADL isolate genome) matched to a tADL gene for a hypothetical protein (halTADL_1427). The tADL gene is encoded within a region (halTADL_1376 to 1454) containing multiple transposases and two integrase genes and may therefore be of viral origin. These spacer data provide evidence that CRISPR systems respond to DNA derived from other haloarchaeal hosts, and self DNA, much of which appears to be of viral and/or plasmid origin.
Some of the genes on viral contigs that were targeted by CRISPR spacers are homologous to haloarchaeal cellular genes. Hrr. lacusprofundi and/or tADL spacers matched to contigs (ctg7180000446992 and ctg7180000403008) with genes homologous to virus GNf2 and haloarchaeal genes encoding hypothetical proteins (Figure 3 , Supplementary Table S10). Cell surface protein genes (from both contigs) were detected in the metaproteome, and had the highest identities to genes in haloarchaea, but were also homologous to GNf2 gene HAPG_00095. Different spacers from Hrr. lacusprofundi and tADL targeted this gene. Overall, the data for CRISPR spacers describe a complex and intricate series of host-defense responses to viruses and the genes they carry (Figure 4 ).
Discussion
The metaproteome for Deep Lake illustrates that genomic variation known to exist within the community (DeMaere et al., 2013), manifests at the protein level. A high extent of variation (ranging from 27 to 77% identity) is particularly apparent in abundant cell surface proteins (Figure 1 ), including Antarctic haloarchaea-virus interactions B Tschitschko et al the major S-layer proteins, archaella and adhesins. This variation likely provides the lake population of haloarchaea with a diverse range of cell envelope structures that functions to help host cells evade viral infection. Prevention of attachment and therefore entry of a virus into a host cell is potentially the most effective line of defense against viruses (Avrani et al., 2011) . Consistent with a need to evade viruses, the metaproteome revealed the presence of at least eight haloarchaeoviruses, and the expression of a wide range of proteins of viral origin (Supplementary Table S5 ). The head-tail viruses detected in the metaproteome include those with genetic similarities to lytic viruses (for example, HCTV-1-like and BJ1-like siphoviruses), suggesting that virus infection contributes to cell lysis and nutrient remobilization in Deep Lake. The metaproteome data also support the occurrence of active virus life cycles (for example, prohead proteases and scaffold proteins).
Metaproteomics has not previously been performed on haloarchaeal communities, and our study shows its value for determining mechanisms of virus-host interactions; mechanisms which have previously only been speculated about based upon inferences of genome structure and genetic potential of haloarchaea (Breitbart and Rohwer, 2005; Legault et al., 2006; Cuadros-Orellana et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009; Emerson et al., 2012; Garcia-Heredia et al., 2012; Emerson et al., 2013 ). Although it is theoretically possible that some of the variants we observed may derive from haloarchaea other than tADL, Hrr. lacusprofundi, DL31 or DL1, it is unlikely. Small subunit rRNA gene pyrotag sequencing has shown that tADL, Hrr. lacusprofundi, DL31 and DL1 account for~72% of the entire lake community, and the relative proportions of each was verified from FR read depth of 454 and Illumina data . Moreover, only five other Figure 3 CRISPR systems in Deep Lake haloarchaea. Cas proteins detected in the metaproteome (yellow), and Cas protein gene clusters for tADL, Hrr. lacusprofundi, DL31 and DL1 are shown with their associated CRISPR loci containing repeats (black) and spacers (white). Spacers identified in metagenome contigs are shown separately, linked to specific CRISPR loci based on their repeat sequences. tADL locus 1 and 4 cannot be differentiated in metagenome data because they have identical repeats. For both genomic and metagenomic spacers, spacers that matched to sequences in metagenome contigs or isolate genomes sequences are in red. Spacer number is shown for repeats (red) from genomic loci, numbered relative to the first spacer in the locus. The contig (red text) matching the spacer (red) includes a description (taxa and/or function; black text) of relevant genes that were able to be annotated (no description indicates insufficient level of match to provide annotation). Full details of each contig are given in Supplementary Tables S10 and S11. Cdc6, cell division control protein 6; IF-2, translation initiation factor IF-2; IgA, immunoglobulin A; IgB, immunoglobulin B; MCP, major capsid protein; PadR, PadR transcriptional regulator; PLD, Phospholipase D active site domain; PQQ/WD-40, pyrrolo-quinoline quinone repeat; TFIIB, transcription initiation factor IIB; UspA, universal stress protein A; VP, virion protein; VWA, von Willebrand factor type A domain; wHTH, winged helix-turn-helix; XRE, XRE transcriptional regulator.
Antarctic haloarchaea-virus interactions B Tschitschko et al members of the Halobacteriaceae were identified in the small subunit rRNA gene sequence data with an abundance of 0.2-2% of the lake community . This is consistent with the detection of only 93 proteins in the metaproteome (including 29 cell surface proteins) out of a total of 1109 proteins that had their best BLAST match to Halobacteriaceae other than the four isolates. As many of the detected cell surface variants are highly abundant, it is also very unlikely they could have been produced by rare members. Finally, the FR coverage of the specific cell surface genes also supports the existence of sequence variation that we see manifested as protein variation.
Cost-benefit of CRISPR and BREX systems
Metaproteomics supports the functioning of CRISPR defense systems to counter virus infection (Figure 4) . By mapping CRISPR repeats and spacers between host and source sequences, the history of invasion and defense within the lake community was evaluated, indicating that both specific and broad host-range viruses infect the haloarchaea (Figure 3) . A broad host-range capacity to infect the three major haloarchaeal genera in the lake, tADL, DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundi, as well as less abundant members such as DL1, illustrates that viruses have great potential to redistribute DNA within the lake population. However, despite the Figure 4 Proposed host-virus interactions occurring in Deep Lake. Interactions between Deep Lake haloarchaea and haloarchaeoviruses and other mobile elements in Deep Lake were inferred from metaproteome data for viruses, cellular proteins relevant to viral infection and evasion, and CRISPR spacers linking previous encounters of hosts to invading DNA. Virus designation is based on sequence similarity to known viruses as described in the text. Certain viruses (for example viruses matching to HRTV-7 or HSTV-1) are shown to have multiple haloarchaeal hosts, infecting distinct lake genera. All featured viruses are inferred to have haloarchaea as hosts except for VBM1 (vibriophage). Proteins detected in the metaproteome that were inferred to be of viral origin are indicated. The color scheme for the S-layer reflects variation in the dominant S-layer protein for tADL, Hrr. lacusprofundi and DL31 observed in the metaproteome: different colors represent the relative abundance of each variant protein as quantified by normalized spectral counts, highlighting distinct phylotypes within populations of each organism. Viruses detected in the metaproteome that were not able to be assigned to a specific host are drawn in the center of the figure. BREX, Bacteriophage Exclusion system; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats system (type I-B and type I-D shown); CSP, cell surface protein; hyp., hypothetical protein; MCP, major capsid protein; S-layer, surface layer. CSP (black) and pilin (black) illustrate cell surface proteins and pilins, respectively, which were inferred to be carried and expressed by viruses in hosts.
Antarctic haloarchaea-virus interactions
B Tschitschko et al presence of haloarchaeal genes (including cell surface proteins) in contigs of viral origin and many potential viral genes in HIRs, the data do not clearly reveal whether viruses can be vehicles for HIR transmission.
In general, the CRISPR systems of the haloarchaea were found to be deployed against a broad range of genetic elements, including diverse viruses, plasmids, mobile elements with uncertain identities, as well as haloarchaeal genomic DNA (Figure 3) . It has been reported that archaeal CRISPR loci are likely to be constitutively expressed, but may require further activation to target and eliminate invading DNA, such as a sufficient level of replication of the invading element (Garrett et al., 2011) . It was previously speculated that gene transfer among haloarchaea in Deep Lake could be mediated by cell-cell contact (for example, cell fusion, conjugation), viruses (transduction) and/or transformation (naked DNA) . Conceivably, DNA transferred by these mechanisms could evade the CRISPR system, recombine and be stably inherited.
BREX systems in DL31 and Hrr. lacusprofundi also potentially provide an additional mechanism for modulating the impact of viruses (Goldfarb et al., 2015) , but much remains to be learned about the activity, viral specificity and dissemination of this system. Surveys of bacterial and archaeal genomes have shown that the pglX gene is prone to variation, including gene disruption, duplication and possible phase variation (Goldfarb et al., 2015) . The metagenome FR data reveal that a high level of withinpopulation variation exists for pglX in Hrr. lacusprofundi and DL31 (Supplementary Figure S8 , Supplementary Table S9) .
Cells carrying virus defense systems such as CRISPR and BREX can incur a fitness cost, especially if they synthesize proteins that are toxic to the cell (Makarova et al., 2012) , and this can lead to inactivation or outright loss of these systems (Stern and Sorek 2011; Jiang et al., 2013; Goldfarb et al., 2015) . During stress, such as viral attack, the antitoxin of the toxin-antitoxin system is inactivated and the toxin serves to induce a dormant state or a suicide response in the infected cell to restrict the extent of infection (Gerdes et al., 2005; Makarova et al., 2012) . By promoting their own maintenance the toxin-antitoxin systems may also help to retain chromosomal regions that are themselves prone to loss, including CRISPR systems (You et al., 2011) and BREX systems (Goldfarb et al., 2015) . Toxinantitoxin systems also appear to be subject to horizontal gene transfer (Gerdes, 2000; You et al., 2011) . The defense (CRISPR/BREX) and suicide (VapBC) systems tend to be co-localized (You et al., 2011; Makarova et al., 2011c; Jaubert et al., 2013; Makarova et al., 2013; Goldfarb et al., 2015) and we predict this genetic module is capable of being disseminated and selected within the Deep Lake haloarchaea community to mediate virus-host interactions.
Archaella-infection vs swimming
Indicative of being motile in the lake, archaella were detected for tADL, Hrr. lacusprofundi and DL1, including variants for four archaellin proteins from tADL, and one protein each from Hrr. lacusprofundi and DL1. Archaella variation may reduce infection rates for viruses which attach to these appendages, as was suggested for Halorubrum marismortui where the composition of archaella is known to vary (Pyatibratov et al., 2008) . However, DL31 is conspicuous in not possessing archaella genes, and also synthesizing Cas proteins below the level of detection in the metaproteome, in contrast to tADL and Hrr. lacusprofundi. The apparent reduced deployment of CRISPR defense by DL31 may indicate it is less subject to infection as a result of lacking archaella. Achieving reduced rates of infection may be a trade-off with the lack of ability to swim and perform chemo/phototaxis. Niche adaptation of DL31 is inferred to involve an association with particulate organic matter containing proteinaceous compounds, in contrast to tADL which is highly saccharolytic . Although there is evidence of viral attack on DL31, lack of motility may contribute to reduced susceptibility to infection by DL31, and therefore provides an additional explanation for how it achieves the status of being the second most abundant species in the lake.
Selection and possible mechanisms of generating sequence variation Exposed regions of cell surface proteins are under strong selective pressure to diversify to avoid virus predation, which may arise by mechanisms including mutation, horizontal gene transfer and recombination (Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009; Avrani et al., 2011; Samson et al., 2013) . The use of alternative S-layer genes expressed at different growth stages has been reported for Bacillus anthracis (Mignot et al., 2002; Fagan and Fairweather, 2014) , and this type of mechanism involving the two S-layer genes Hlac_0412 and Hlac_2976 (both detected in the metaproteome) could possibly facilitate cell surface variation in Hrr. lacusprofundi. Intragenomic recombination between distinct gene clusters that encode cell surface proteins has been proposed for generating variable cell surface proteins of Haloquadratum walsbyi (Cuadros-Orellana et al., 2007) , and specific mechanisms for antigenic switching in S-layer proteins and pilus proteins have been reported for certain pathogenic bacteria (Tu et al., 2003; Dingle et al., 2013; Fagan and Fairweather, 2014; Rotman and Seifert, 2015) . However, we found no evidence from the Deep Lake haloarchaeal genomes or the Deep Lake metagenome data (for example, duplicated genes or gene fragments) that would enable comparable intraspecies or intragenomic recombination processes to occur.
Do viruses generate variation of host genes?
Prochlorococcus cyanophage encoding cell-surfacerelated proteins have been reported to generate microdiversity in the host community through the exchange of genes involved in viral attachment (Avrani et al., 2011) . Haloarchaeoviruses containing cell surface genes speculated to be involved in virus evasion have previously been described (Legault et al., 2006; Dyall-Smith et al., 2011) ; and haloarchaeovirus FCh1, which infects Natrialba magadii, has been shown to exhibit phase variation in tail fiber proteins, likely as a mechanism to improve attachment to hosts (Rössler et al., 2004) . These examples of host-derived cell surface genes carried on viruses illustrate how Deep Lake haloarchaea and haloarchaeoviruses could have been selected to express genes that overall improve their chance to evade or infect, respectively. The expression of alternate host cell surface proteins after virus infection might render the cell more resistant to subsequent infections by other viruses, akin to superinfection exclusion (Labrie et al., 2010) . The type of modular variability present in the Deep Lake haloarchaea S-layer genes (for example, the low FR coverage region of halTADL_1042 and 1043; Figure 2 ) is consistent with the exchange and recombination of specific segments of DNA, as has been described for cyanobacteria and cyanophage genes (Sullivan et al., 2003; Zeidner et al., 2005) .
Novel haloarchaeal pili may enhance avenues for attachment and infection of specific advantageous viruses. Moreover, both tADL and Hrr. lacusprofundi form aggregates (Fröls et al., 2012; Mou et al., 2012; Fröls, 2013) , so novel pili and cell surface proteins may facilitate aggregation, and possibly attachment to surfaces and lake particulate matter. Pilin and other cell surface proteins were detected that were encoded on contigs that appear to be of viral origin (Supplementary Table S5) , and genes on the contigs were targeted by CRISPR systems of tADL and Hrr. lacusprofundi, indicating that host cells mounted a defense response against these infecting viruses. Contig ctg7180000459513 contains the pilin protein 224467999, a pleolipovirus gene (unknown function) and an integrase (Supplementary Table S11 ). This pilin protein has high sequence identity to the tADL pilin protein halTADL_1885, and clusters with halTADL_1885 in a phylogenetic tree, away from other tADL pilin proteins (Supplementary Figure  S9) . These data are consistent with a virus carrying and possibly mutating the tADL pilin gene.
Viruses have been postulated to be beneficial to hosts by having high rates of mutation and causing rapid evolution of genes (Santos et al., 2010; Samson et al., 2013) , including host genes captured by viruses (Zeidner et al., 2005) . As such, haloarchaeoviruses in Deep Lake could potentially provide haloarchaeal hosts a mechanistic 'short cut' for acquiring novel genes, or portions of genes. In a hypersaline environment where viruses are the dominant predators (Oren et al., 1997; Kepner et al., 1998; Santos et al., 2007; Anesio and Bellas, 2011; Atanasova et al., 2012; Santos et al., 2012; Wilkins et al., 2013; Luk et al., 2014) , and our data indicate in Deep Lake they can have broad host range, shuffling and mutating cell surface genes could bestow protection against more destructive haloarchaeoviruses (for example, virulent forms) by altering and/or replacing the receptors that the more harmful viruses require for attachment. The complexity of such interactions in Deep Lake would be consistent with the constant-diversity dynamics model which proposes that patterns of diversity in microbial populations arise through viral predation (Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009) .
